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FINISHED ON A HIGH 
 

It’s not how you START, it’s how you FINISH.  It’s not what you SAY, it’s what 
you DO. It’s not how good you ARE, it’s how good you can BECOME. It’s never 
too late for anyone to CHANGE. 
 

I think this series of statements describes our ethos as a referees’ society. They 
reflect our commitment to deliver high quality refereeing not just in word but by 
deed. They indicate our constant desire to do things better and our willingness to 
change to achieve it.  Our promises are delivered and promise is developed. 
 

2013-14 was another successful season for us collectively and individually as 
CONTACT records. The good news is that there’s another season on the way. 
 

Do you remember the retention and recruitment theme that President Evans set 
back in September? Well, no one left and our numbers grew. Recruitment was 
steady. This is a never ending task and we can only carry on achieving as much 
as we do for our affiliated clubs if we have sufficient officers and officials.   
 

He also said we would achieve Better Refereeing for Better Rugby if we all re-
mained committed to the cause. We did, right to the very end of the season and 
this issue contains two unsolicited declarations of customer satisfaction.  
 

Hopefully, the Rugby World Cup tournament in 2015 will bring a resurgence of 
active participation by adults. More players = more teams = more refs in action. 
The restructuring of leagues below Level 7 next season may produce the same 
outcome. Even during the summer break, carry on “recruiting” . 
 

The Society supports those members who commit themselves to realise their full 
potential. This is another instance where one’s word has to be one’s bond. When 
a Personal Development Plan is agreed both the society and the member have a 
duty to fulfil it from start to finish by deed not just word. 
 

Furthermore, how well we do depends on the extent to which we all accept and 
follow the principles of our Membership Charter. Thankfully we have members 
ready to assist with the running of the Society. Oh, that there were more. Most 
members do cooperate and support the officers. Oh, that is was everyone.   
 

A new Management Team was elected at the AGM but the task of moving the 
Society forward and delivering the service is as much our job as their’s. 
  

We can be proud that we finished last season on a high and delivered what we 
said we would. We can get better at what we do and should be ready to embrace 
change where we need to make it. We will, provided we work together. 
 

Several of our members have become much better referees and have enhanced 
the standing and reputation of our Society. They have an increased depth and 
range of experiences to share with us.  
 

That sharing offers hope to those who, late in their rugby lives, change how they 
get enjoyment from rugby by becoming referees. It’s never too late to have years 
of fun although the trend is to start young. Craig Maxwell Keys is a case in point.  
 

He started at 15 years of age and has had phenomenal success this season fin-
ishing on a personal high. Craig told us he is committed to realising his full poten-
tial and with the RFU’s help he is achieving his aim. The job is not yet finished but 
it is progressing nicely. Maybe he will officiate in the Rugby World Cup in 2015.  
 

Did I mention he has a Personal Development Plan?  If you haven’t got one, it’s  

not too late to change. Remember, your failure to plan is a plan for you to fail. 
 

A new season is on the horizon so prepare your plan and add real purpose to it.  
But most importantly, carry on with CUDRRS and be sure to enjoy it.                           Editor 

 THANK YOU 
 

To everyone who has contrib-
uted to CONTACT in writing 
or in imagery (knowingly or 
otherwise) during the past 
season.  Please forward is-
sues to anyone you think 
might be interested in the 
ongoing success of CUDRRS. 

http://www.etl-uk.com/
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CARRY ON CLIMBING 
Congratulations to Craig Maxwell Keys who started refereeing nine years ago at 15 years of age and made his 
Premiership debut on 10th May watched by ex-international referee, Chris White. The match was Newcastle Fal-
cons v Exeter Chiefs. He is shown here with his eye on the ball and on the spot when it mattered. 

Another man at the top, Rowan Kitt, Premiership TMO, re-
ports that the RFU is pushing Craig on. This appointment 
follows his refereeing of a Six Nations Under 20’s interna-
tional in Ireland in March and the Army v Royal Navy match 
in April before an 80,000 crowd at Twickenham (photo left). 
 

Will he have a smile on his face before and after Dave How-
ell invites him to tell us all about it? We can’t wait, Craig.   
 

The December 2013 issue of CONTACT contained a report 
on his presentation to the November meeting about the 
Pathway to the Top and the price one has to pay to com-
pete the journey.  Well worth another read by those with 
similar aspirations. Start Finish Word Deed Change Better. 

GREENE KING FINALS DAY 
This was held at Saffron Walden RUFC on 26th April and once again CUDRRS delivered the goods. Noel 
Younger, the Chairman of the GK Country Clubs League, expressed his appreciation to the hosting club and the 
Society saying 
“Many thanks to Simon Read and his whole team at Saffron Walden for all their fine work in putting together the 
arrangements for Finals Day yesterday, especially as it was part of the final “Big R’s” event of their 50

th
 anniver-

sary year.  Thanks also to the  team of referees from Cambridge University & District Society, together 
with all the 8 teams involved, for making the day such an overall success. A number of very 
good games,  some very closely-contested indeed, others less so, with a good crowd to watch and support, 
rounded off with the trophy presentation by the Saffron Walden  Club Chairman, Ian McKernan”. 
 

Results 
XS Deuxieme Plate final:      
Shelford V  17                        Cantabrigians III     22 
 

IPA Premiere Plate final :     
Newmarket Development   0   Cantabrigians II    75 
 

XS Deuxieme Cup final:        
Wendens Ambo  13              St Neots    50                       
  

IPA Premiere Cup final:          
Saffron Walden II  19            Shelford IV   20 

             

The League trophies were also presented: 

XS Deuxieme    
Winners:  St Neots 2    Runners up:   Saffron Walden 3 
IPA Premiere.   
Winners: Saffron Walden 2    Runners-up:  Cambridge 
Exiles 
 

Footnote:  Commiserations to Saffron Walden and Newmarket for missing out on promotion both losing play off 
matches in the London and SE leagues by a single point and to Cantabs for just failing to make the play offs 
CONTACT wishes all of them better luck for next season.  Carry on trying. 

Stu Knowling on hand ready to referee the tackle 
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FINAL COUNT(Y)DOWN 
Ely RUFC was the venue for this season’s County Junior and Senior Cup finals. There was a minute's silence 
before the Senior final in memory of Lester Potter, a former captain of Ely who died suddenly recently. The 
teams lined up and were joined on the pitch by the Ely U13 squad which included Lester's son. 

We put out two full teams of officials for both deciders with Mike Dimambro unable to be the video ref. because of 
incompatible radio equipment. (Note to MG  - Can we afford new comms kit and a big screen for play backs?)  
 

Tony Kennedy was assisted by Hadleigh Osborne and James Pepper with Rachel Forrest as 4th official in the 
Junior tie between Cantabs II and Shelford III. The result went the way of the team from the Davey Field by 29-10. 
Richie Cottam starred for Shelford. He showed a deftness of touch and a sharpness of brain born out of years of 
experience. Noel Woodgate has described him as “evergreen” or rather “evergrey” based on Richie’s non use of 
Grecian 2000.  He is respectful of referees and the Editor’s many attempts to recruit him to CUDRRS have been 
unsuccessful.  Whilst he is playing so well and obviously enjoying it, who can blame him for carrying on.   
 

Rachel switched roles and with Andy Bolden assisted Jon Evans in the Senior final. Roy Phillips kept notes. 
The match was between Ely Tigers and Cambridge Development (mainly a colts side with an average age less 
than 20). The ferocious Tigers proved dogged opponents for the youngsters who won 22 –10 in a bruising battle. 
The collective term for a group of lions is a pride. On this occasion, with pride was how to describe the way the  
Tigers played.  
 

So the two local clubs that play in the National Leagues went away with the silverware. The County’s officers 
were pleased and the County Secretary wrote this letter to our President.  
 
8 May 2014 
Dear Jon 
County Cup Finals 
I want to thank you on behalf of Cambridgeshire for the support that CUDRRS has provided to the county over the 
last season, but particularly for the provision of two teams of officials for the county cup finals at Ely last week. 
 

It is a truism to say that the game cannot be played without referees, but it is also the case that we had two com-
pelling games of rugby last Saturday and that would not have been the case without sympathetic and effective 
officiating.  
 

In Cambridgeshire we are fortunate to be able to call upon the services of high quality officials who see it as their 
mission to support the players' enjoyment of the game first and foremost. 
 

Please pass these thanks on to the rest of the society in general, but in particular to Tony, Hadleigh, James, Ra-
chel, Andy, Roy and yourself for their efforts at Ely on Saturday. 
Yours in rugby, 

Alasdair Bovaird, Honorary Secretary 

SPECIAL MENTION  The services of a medically trained person are not always available at Rugby matches. 

Fortunately, the four teams in the finals had Clairice Pepper on hand to tend their wounds and injuries. 
She was very much in need when a Cambridge player sustained a broken leg just before half time. He was even-
tually ambulanced away and the match resumed after 45 minutes. Thank you, Clairice. (Spot her in photo above).  



CARRYING THE FLAG 
More and more of our referees are running the touch lines and are “miked up” to Society colleagues or visiting 
officials. Teams of three are increasingly in demand for key league games as our local clubs strive for promotion. 
TJs have become standard appointments at Grange Road for University matches at many levels. 
 

Knowing how to do the job right is a prerequisite if you are to give effective support. The President is anxious that 
those appointed to assist referees receive good advice and training.  This may be a topic for a monthly meeting 
and CONTACT starts the ball rolling with a description of the role.  
 

Here we see Sam Vail and Andy Bolden carrying the flag for Stu Knowling and Jon Evans in recent Cup Finals.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Role of Assistant Referee 
Touch Judging - Important 
Has the ball crossed the vertical plane of the touch line? – Where? 
Has the ball carrier touched/crossed the touch line? 
Catcher near line - is he in/out of the field of play? 
What happened to the ball when it went out? (Spectator throwing it back - no quick throw etc.) 
Is the quick throw allowed? If so, was it taken correctly? 
 

Line-Out 
Is the gap there/does it stay there? 
Hooker in correct place - if not, tap him on the shoulder and ask him to take a step. 
Hooker delaying the throw? Speak to ref when appropriate. 
Jumper/support player taken out? Foul play, flag it. 
Did the ball go 5m? Keep flag up if it didn't. 
Was the throw straight (if ref wants help in that area)? 
Obstruction in 5m channel. 
Take a couple of steps when it set (opposite side to ref) and look low and across the line. 
Particularly far TJ, make sure teams are 10m back. 
 

Scrums 
Watch front row engagement/binding, talk to ref if necessary at suitable moment. 
Back row binding, full arm etc. If near, tell him. Again mention to ref. 
Other things (i.e. body angles/scrum half/flanker obstruction) - pattern? Tell ref. 
Watch the off-side at the back foot for the backs. 
Watch a collapsed scrum closely - who caused it? Look for afters. 
 

Ruck/Maul 
Watch coming in at the side. Again, if there is a trend, pass it on to the ref. 
Players on their feet/legal rucking. 
Maul - are players lifting legs/grabbing heads? Foul play, flag it. 
Try to spot the player who brings a maul down. Again, foul play. 
As the ruck/maul finishes, check for afters etc. 
Always watch for foul play (e.g. stamping), flag it. 
 

And there’s even more to do. See next page. 
 

This issue of CONTACT will be distributed with the RFU Professional Referee Unit’s Assistant Referee Briefing. 
It does contain advice about referring decisions to the TMO which is superfluous for CUDRRS at the moment until 
MG purchases a caravan, radios, video replay equipment and a big screen.  Thanks to Rowan Kitt for the info. 
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CARRYING THE FLAG (continued) 
 

Open Play 
Passer - was he been challenged late? 
Receiver/supporters - challenged early/obstructed?   
Tackles - legal? 
Is defender obstructed/held back?  
Is referee unsighted if a clear offence happens? 
 

Kicks at Goal 
Can I see the ball, post and other TJ? 
Whose call is it? (Back/far-side TJ - front TJ, turn to check). 
Is there anything to say to anyone - remind a player to stay on the line etc. 
 

Foul Play 
Can I prevent it? If not, at least see it. 
What did I see - remember it. 
Do I assume (usually WRONGLY) that the referee has seen what I have? 
Do I need to stop the game - stick the flag in! 
If play continues, pay attention and remember what has happened. 
What will I say to ref? What happened? Why/How? Who - team/number? Be clear and concise. 
Keep your hands on your flag and use calm language - definitely don't demonstrate what happened or swear! 
 
Got that? Want to have a go? A word of warning—the role does have risks. 
CONTACT thanks Mike Arbuckle for this example of what can happen. 

http://www.rugbyonslaught.com/2014/04/george-ford-kick-hits-touch-judge.html 
 

Now we know what he does in his Muffin Break. He trawls the websites for news of the All Blacks and looks for 
refereeing clips on You tube.    
 

Sadly, assistant referees get hurt. Spike Dewing was a casualty at Scaltback when Newmarket lost to Clacton in 
the playoff for promotion from Eastern Counties One. Two players crashed into him as he tried to retreat but was 
corralled by the crowd. He drove home not knowing he had sustained a tibial plateau fracture.  He now has a 
metal plate under his knee and is on crutches. Rachel Forrest drove him to the EAAA fund raising event at       
Cantabs. That’s what friends do. Spike told CONTACT he intended to return to refereeing in 2015.  
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DECADE-ATED TO YOUTH  
Without him, Youth Rugby in Cambridgeshire would have ground to a halt. John Hanlon was presented with the 
County Youth Rugby Chairman’s award for a decade of service to the young players.  Here we see Bob Mann 
making the presentation to John in April.  John makes his acceptance speech before going home to complete the 
appointments for the following Sunday. His dedication to the task he volunteered for is exemplary. 

John has twice been voted winner of our Peter Eveleigh Trophy. 
 

Altogether now “For he’s a jolly good fellow” 
        And so say more than us. 

http://www.rugbyonslaught.com/2014/04/george-ford-kick-hits-touch-judge.html
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CARRY ON THANKING 

Alex Woolley will carry on thanking the EAAA service which 
came to his aid and helped save his life when he was severely 
injured in a road crash. 
 

He is committed to raising money for them and his latest venture 
was supported by CUDRRS.  CONTACT was there to record 
some of  the programme hosted by Alex’s club, Cantabrigians, at 
Sedley Taylor Road. 
 

Two Rugby matches were played —Blue Light Brigade 
(Emergency Services) vs Cambridge and District Veterans and  
Anglia Saxons (Barbarians) vs Cantabs 1st XV. There were also 
inflatable rides, bouncy castle, karts and crafts, licensed bar, BBQ, 
competitions and a raffle.  
 

The weather was gloriously sunny. The rugby was fun and 
strength draining for the players and the match officials with an 
attendance over 200. 
 

It was great to see the local clubs rally round and  some of the 
veterans from Renegades, Cambourne, Ely  and Mildenhall team-
ing up for a good cause.  This is the true spirit of Rugby, 
 

CUDRRS provided teams of three for both games and staffed a 
stall handing out RFU freebies, testing knowledge of the laws and 
looking for recruits to refereeing and coaching. Zoe Evans was our 
attractive recruiting agent supported by Rachel Forrest and Spike 
Dewing (also attractive).  

 
 
 

Above:Rachel Forrest with daughter Katie 
and the recovering Spike Dewing. 
Below: James Savage and Andy Bolden 
giving Hadleigh Osborne post match support 

Left: A happy Alex Woolley 
Above: Zoe Evans at the CUDRRS stall. 
Below: Darryl Chapman reffing Cantabs vs 
Anglia Saxons.  Jon Evans on far touch. 
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CARRY ON AT THE TOP 
        CUDRRS has three match officials who have 
        been engaged at international level this season. 
   

        From left to right, they are Craig Maxwell Keys, 
        Rowan Kitt and Darryl Chapman. 
 

                                                                                                       Craig will probably be appointed to more                                                                                                                                 
        Premiership matches and may meet up often 
often         with Rowan Kitt in support as the TMO.  
 

        Darryl expects to be retained as an Assistant 
        Referee officiating in the Championship. He                                               
        revealed to CONTACT that he had been AR at  
        the IRB World Series Sevens at Twickenham.  
        

        All three joined CUDRRS from other                        
                   societies so we cannot take credit for their eleva-
tion. Darryl first refereed for us in the Laws Laboratory along with Wayne Barnes, another international. 
 

We are simply pleased to have this trio of immigrants as fellow members and are grateful that they have shared 
their experiences with us and no doubt will continue to do so. Congratulations, Gents.  Onward and upwards. 

 
START ‘EM YOUNG 

 

Bright eyed, alert and smiling, Rachel’s Katie already has the      
necessary attributes of a referee.   
  

No wonder she was signed up as a potential recruit at the CUDRRS 
stall at the Charity Rugby and Family Day organised by Alex Wool-
ley. CUDRRS recruitment policy has no age limits. 
 

Katie was unable to complete the Laws Quiz which even some long 
serving referees failed to answer 100% correctly. 
 

Spike Dewing and Mike Dimambro decided a dummy pass from the 
base of a scrum, ruck or maul deserved to be punished with a Pen-
alty Kick as it was tantamount to Foul Play Law 10 (m) - an act con-
trary to good sportsmanship. 
 

Unfortunately, the IRB takes a more lenient view about this offence 
and prescribes a Free Kick in the book. Jon Evans and Tony Ken-

nedy were quick to point this out to their senior colleagues.  A letter from the Editor proposing the higher tariff is on 
its way to Dublin.  References are Laws 16.4 (f) and 17.3 (b)  and 20.9 (h).  Take a look. 
 

Darryl Chapman provocatively challenged the group of swots by asking if it was legal for a defender to kick the 
ball out of the hands of a player about to ground the ball for a try.  See Laws 15.6 ( j ) and 22.4 ( f ) for the an-
swer. 
 

CHANGING ROLES (Not linked to the item above and nappies) 
Some one who would have known the 
answer without looking it up in the Laws 
book is Richard Massey. That is good 
news for the referees he will be coaching 
as he finishes being an AR at National 
Leagues level.  He knows you know. 
 

Richard has decided to hang up his 
boots and concentrate on coaching. His 
days of sprinting along the touchlines at 
the Davey Field and Grantchester Road 
are over. 

Like Darryl, Richard joined us in 1996 to participate in the Laws Laboratory coming from the NLD Society . Since 
then he has become a Midlands Group coach and for a while helped our David Allen to progress.  
 

As readers can guess from this photo (above right) Richard is a plant expert and grower. He specialises in award 
winning sweet peas and once was employed by Unwins Seeds of Histon. Colin Unwin, who ran the company, was 
our Society President in the late ‘70s and a referee who reached County Championship status.  It’s a small world. 
 

A change of role for him but he is carrying on. What is it about this game of Rugby?  It’s addictive.  
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CARRY ON RUNNING 
Annual General Meetings are notoriously unattractive events although they are essential for the smooth running 
of organisations.  Our 2014 AGM was no exception and was just quorate by two.  One hundred of the listed mem-
bership were not there. The turn out was less than half that of the local and European elections. However, the 
outcome of CUDRRS voting was not as unsettling and challenging for those in power. 
 

The current management team enjoys the confidence of the 
members and was entrusted with task of running the Society for a 
further season. There was just one change with Sam Vail taking 
over from Rachel Forrest as Communications Manager. Paul Wil-
son will not desert his financial role but eagerly awaits the arrival 
of a successor. Thanks Paul. Volunteer wanted asap. 
 

President Jon Evans gave a brief summary of what was achieved 
in the areas of recruitment and relationships with clubs. He re-
gretted there had been a few incidents of friction with them and 
referees. We must ensure they did not escalate.  
Charles Osbourn reported that almost one hundred reports had 
been made on referees in 800 appointments. These had led to 
several upgradings.  Ross McEwan had been appointed as a 
Central Federation adviser. David Ford had decided to hang up 
his pen and earpiece after long service as SADO. He added that 

the formal process of ELRA Stage 3 had been dropped and it was up to Referees Society to satisfy themselves 
about the competence of trainees. ELRA was to be replaced in July. Nine new referees had been recruited. 
 

David Tyrrell informed the meeting that membership had risen over the season from 94 to 119.  15 of these were 
probationer members, 65 were referees but only about 40 active frequently.  He added that disciplinary reports 
(red cards) had dropped from 21 to 11, half of these concerned players from affiliated clubs.  
 

Dave Howell commented on the success of the monthly meetings usually attended by 20-25 members. The early 
meetings to establish consistent refereeing of the new scrum engagement had proved effective. He asked for 
members to identify topics for these development workshops and said he was putting an interesting programme 
together for next season. The first meeting was planned for September.  
John Hanlon and Ian Reid spoke about appointments to Sunday Youth and Midweek Schools matches. John re-
corded that 271 appointments had been made to 6 clubs fielding 28 youth and girls teams and two ladies sides. 
Only one match was not covered. This was an unique achievement which contributed to better rugby, good be-
haviour and enjoyable refereeing. John called for more members  to join his Sunday squad. 

 

Ian (pictured right) thanked the referees who made themselves available for 
schools matches and paid tribute to his wife who provided the IT skills he 
lacked for the administration and communication the service entailed. 
 

The commitment to appointments this pair of officers have shown over dec-
ades was recognised by making them Honorary Members of the Society. In 
John’s case, this followed recognition by the County and Clubs of the contribu-
tion he makes to Youth Rugby which is reported on page 5 of this issue.  
 

It was decided to leave all subscriptions at current levels and to reappoint 
Dave Dobson as Auditor. 

The formal part of the meeting was completed within an hour and was followed 
by a quiz on the laws.  Results showed that referees should read and understand the laws regularly. 

CONTACT is compiled, edited and distributed by Mike Dimambro, Honorary Member.  
Members are asked to send in comments, articles, questions etc on rugby matters concerning refereeing and 
CUDRRS. Just email michael.dimambro@ntlworld.com or phone 01223 564459.  Have your say!!!  

CARRY ON UP 
Don’t stop now lads. Congratulations to you on being upgraded.                          From left to right 

Louis Biggs to Level 6 
Guy Mulley to Level 9 
Calum Worsley to Level 9 
Roy Phillips to Level 11 
 

Remember where you came from 
and know where you want to go.  


